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Photograph Policy 
 

 

At Mad Hatters we understand recalling past experiences is beneficial for children’s development, 

and to support this at times we will take photographs of the children throughout their play. These 

photographs will be used for display purposes only or recording them in their learning journal to 

allow the children to recall events and use as talking point with their friends. Displays could be in 

the form of display boards, photograph books or posters etc on nursery premises. Under no 

circumstances will these photographs be displayed on any social media website, or on any other 

website.  

 

Mad Hatters may also take photographs of pre-planned activities for example a visit from the fire 

fighters, stay and plays, trip to the retirement home etc with permission from the parents/carers. 

Nursery has 2 cameras on site, and these will be kept in the office, and signed in and out of the 

office by a member of staff. The member of staff who signs the camera out has responsibility of the 

camera and must sign this back in on the same day, or as soon as finished, but still on the same day. 

Only photographs of children whose parents have signed consent forms are permitted to have their 

photographs taken. 

 

All photographs taken will be transferred on to the nursery computer and deleted off the camera. 

Photographs will be printed from the nursery printer for use of display work, or to keep in their 

learning Journals.  

 

Only the nursery cameras can be used within the setting and no parents, staff, including Nursery 

Manager, student or visitor can take photographs in the Nursery on any other device. Any employee 

found with a camera without genuine reason on Nursery premises taking photographs will be 

dismissed instantly. All camera phones/watches must be kept in the staff room or office and not 

taken into the rooms under any circumstances. All visitors with a camera phone/watch will be asked 

to keep these in the office or away in their bags and not used in the rooms. Staff will be vigilant to 

ensure parents/visitors are not using their phones/watches or any other device on nursery premises.  

 

If nursery cameras are found to have left the premise for any reason, then disciplinary action will be 

taken and treated as gross misconduct. 

 

Photographs that have been brought into Nursery are to be kept on nursery premise, and copies are 

not to be obtained by anyone including a parent, staff, student or visitor, unless written consent has 

been given. Photographs that have been brought in by parents will not be put on any internet site, 

and will only be used for the children’s development in their base rooms. 

 

No concessions will be allowed.  


